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PROJECT SUMMARY
Biota Research and Consulting, Inc. (Biota) was retained by Trout Unlimited, Bureau of Land
Management, and Wood River Land Trust to complete a geomorphic assessment of the Big Wood River
from the confluence with the North Fork Big Wood River downstream to Magic Reservoir in Blaine
County, Idaho. The assessment effort was an attempt to quantitatively describe river system conditions
and to develop restoration guidelines and management objectives for the watershed.
The Big Wood River study was completed using scientific river assessment tools incorporated within the
Watershed Assessment of River Stability and Sediment Supply (WARSSS) methodology. The WARSSS
procedure was developed by David Rosgen with the support of the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). Detailed methodological information is available online through various sources including the
EPA (at https:\\owpubauthor.epa.gov\scitech\datait\tools\warsss\). The WARSSS methodology
incorporates analysis of various watershed conditions including the following:







Natural variability in sediment dynamics;
Geologic versus anthropogenic sediment sources;
Erosional and depositional processes;
Prediction of sediment loads;
Streamflow changes; and
Stream channel stability and departure from reference condition.

The WARSSS methodology investigates the cause, consequence, and restorative opportunities of river
impairment. The method has been applied across the country for nearly 2 decades during efforts to restore
physical and biological river functions. Inherent to the approach is the acknowledgement that appropriate
river stability is defined as, “The ability of a stream, over time, to transport the sediment and streamflow
produced by a watershed in such a manner that the stream channel dimension, pattern, and profile are
maintained” (Rosgen, 1996. Applied River Morphology).
Biota conducted geomorphic channel surveys in the Big Wood River from the headwaters through BLM
lands where previous channel modifications have been implemented; dispersed residential development
areas; densely populated urban areas in Ketchum, Hailey, and Bellevue; and downstream reaches heavily
influenced by surface water diversions. Field surveys investigated channel stability, river bank erosion
rates and sediment inputs, sediment transport, and departure from stable functional conditions.
Quantification of sediment transport was a critical component of the fluvial assessment because
inappropriate sediment movement has been shown to cause changes in channel form. Excess sediment
transport can result in channel lowering, reduced moisture for riparian vegetation, and bank failure.
Conversely, insufficient sediment transport can result in sedimentation, lateral channel migration,
increased erosion, and loss of riparian lands.
The dominant valley setting in the Big Wood River assessment area is an alluvial valley of varying width
with depositional terraces. The river conditions typically found within this valley setting under equilibrium
conditions include channels that are moderately to slightly entrenched, have a moderate to high ratio of
width to depth, moderate to high sinuosity, and gentle slope (classified as C-type and Bc-type channels).
These channel conditions represent the desired form of a functional and stable Big Wood River main stem.
Slightly confined channels with moderate entrenchment (Bc-type channels) typically occur in narrow
valleys bounded by steep side slopes. These conditions exist naturally in the Big Wood River basin at
locations where hillslope features restrict valley width. These natural conditions are also mimicked in the
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Big Wood River basin by the encroachment of development (residential, public, and municipal). It is
unreasonable to consider that existing infrastructure could be removed to restore more natural valley
conditions. Therefore, the functional channel form that is appropriate within sub-reaches of the Big Wood
River that are directly influenced by development is that of a more entrenched and confined channel (Bctype channel).
The most prevalent types of river impairment observed within the Big Wood River project area include
channel degradation and incision, rapid lateral channel migration, and sedimentation. These impaired river
processes are the result of altered channel form associated with severely entrenched (F-type) or braided
(D-type) reaches. A predominant cause of river impairment is reduced floodplain inundation and
conveyance that has resulted from development encroachment and infrastructure (including roadways and
bridges). The loss of proper floodplain function has resulted in increased lateral channel erosion and
sedimentation. In addition, existing rock sills and bank armoring (riprap) maintain reduced aquatic habitat
conditions and inappropriate channel form.
Sub-reaches of the Big Wood River with minimal existing development encroachment were identified as
locations where conservation could be prioritized. Implementation of conservation measures designed to
curtail further development encroachment would enable future restoration of the identified river reaches.
Prioritized conservation opportunities within the Big Wood River project area include the following:
1. Approximately 3,500 ft of river channel proximate to the Fox Creek access area;
2. Approximately 6,000 ft of river channel proximate to the Lake Creek access area;
3. Approximately 8,000 ft of river channel proximate to the Highway 75 bridge near the hospital;
4. Approximately 7,000 ft of river channel upstream of the East Fork Big Wood River confluence;
5. Approximately 27,000 ft of river channel upstream and adjacent to the Deer Creek confluence;
6. Approximately 4,000 ft of river channel downstream of the Bullion St. Bridge in Hailey; and
7. Approximately 22,000 ft of river channel located between Colorado Gulch and the Broadford
St. Bridge in Bellevue.
In addition to development encroachment, primary resource concerns are related to unstable channel
braiding, widening or enlargement, and severe lateral instability (bank erosion). These conditions threaten
public and private infrastructure and reduce the ecological (and fisheries) value of the river system.
Previous morphologic investigations (Rapp, 2006. Geomorphic Assessment of the Big Wood River)
acknowledge that, historic riparian vegetation and channel conditions provided flood flow attenuation
(reduced flood severity), suitable sediment storage, appropriate channel stability, reduced severe bank
erosion, and high quality fish habitat. The existing impaired channel form does not provide these important
ecological services.
Previous fisheries investigations completed within the Big Wood River (Thurow, R.F. 1987. Effects of
Stream Alterations on Rainbow Trout in the Big Wood River, Idaho) found that trout densities increased
with scour pools and cover provided by large wood and over-head vegetation. Trout densities were found
to be 8-10 times higher at locations with cover than at locations without cover, and trout densities
proximate to rock riprap were similar to densities where there was no cover. These findings reflect why
the current impaired Big Wood River provides reduced fisheries value; the over-widened channel provides
minimal pool habitat, the channel has limited cover, and riprap is prevalent.
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Fisheries enhancement, flood hazard reduction, reduced sedimentation, and reduced severe bank erosion
could all be achieved through implementation of local or large-scale restoration efforts that utilize the
following suite of specific river restoration treatments:
1. Establishment of functional channel width, depth, profile, and alignment;
2. Hardened riffles or rock cross vanes to achieve grade control;
3. Wood revetment or rock revetment with bioengineering to achieve bank stabilization; and
4. Floodplain reconnection and re-establishment through excavation or fill.
These channel restoration treatments coincide with the optimal approach to fish habitat improvement
recommended by Thurow (1987), which is to, “Pin down [sustainable] bedload movement, allow riparian
revegetation to restore instream woody debris, and maintain natural sheet flooding.”
The establishment of suitable channel width, depth, and profile is critical to preventing sedimentation,
maintaining channel stability, and maximizing fish habitat. This type of treatment was successfully applied
by Biota during a recent project (Figure 1) during which an over-widened, channelized, and degraded
creek in eastern Idaho was re-constructed to a form similar to upstream functional conditions.
Impaired Condition

100 ft wide

Functional Condition
8-10 ft deep
50 ft wide

2.5 ft deep

Figure 1.

The over-widened and degraded river channel (top) was narrowed and shaped to mimic stable functional
conditions (bottom). The functional channel with proper width, depth, profile, and alignment (bottom)
provides river functions and fish habitat superior to those of the impaired channel condition (top).
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Channel realignment is a restoration tool that can be used to increase channel length and establish lateral
scour pools for peak flow energy dissipation and increased fish habitat for feeding, cover, refuge, and
over-wintering. This treatment was successfully applied by Biota during a recent project (Figure 2) that
involved construction of a functional channel alignment where the existing channel meander pattern
impaired sediment movement, compromised bank stability, and reduced fish habitat values.
BEFORE

Short meanders prevent energy
dissipation, promote bank
erosion, and reduce fish habitat

Pre-project
channel alignment
(blue line)

AFTER

Restored channel alignment
facilitates energy dissipation
and maximizes fish habitat
quality and quantity

Figure 2.

An unstable channel alignment (top) was corrected through construction of suitable meander pattern
(bottom). The constructed meander pattern maintains aquatic habitat complexity associated with riffles
and lateral scour pool bed features to maximize fish habitat.
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Grade control can be achieved within the Big Wood River main stem using the hardened riffle treatment,
which involves construction of the channel bed and banks with rock that is immobile under peak flow (or
flood) conditions. The treatment does not incorporate large boulders, but utilizes moderately sized rock to
achieve vertical channel stability. The treatment maintains long riffle bed features, downstream scour
pools for energy dissipation, and depth and turbulence cover for fish habitat. This treatment was
successfully applied by Biota during a recent project (Figure 3) to establish and maintain proper channel
width and depth while enabling sediment transport and preventing channel degradation.
Hardened riffles constructed of immobile rock maintain river processes and diverse fish
habitat types (scour pools, turbulence cover, feeding lanes, macroinvertebrate habitat).

Native gravels move
downstream during
peak flow conditions.

FLOW

Hardened riffle constructed of coarse angular rock allows transport of
native alluvium (sediment) without impacting channel stability.

Figure 3.

Hardened riffles maintain vertical channel stability and establish design channel width while maintaining
downstream scour pools (top left and right). The hardened riffle treatment enables conveyance of native
alluvium (sediment transport) while maintaining channel stability using moderately sized rock (bottom).
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The rock cross vane treatment can also be used to accomplish grade control, but this treatment alternative
is less desirable than the hardened riffle in the Big Wood River because cross vanes are susceptible to
failure (if individual boulders are undermined or mobilized) and vanes promote artificially short drops
with plunge pools instead of more natural lengthy riffles with scour pools. However, rock cross vanes are
preferable to rock sills that extend straight across the river channel because vanes consolidate flows in the
center of the channel in order to maximize sediment transport and downstream scour. Figure 4 depicts
recent projects during which Biota successfully applied this treatment.
Series of cross vanes

Large cross vane
(2 tiers)

Figure 4.

A series of rock cross vanes (top) distributes excessive local gradient while enabling sediment transport
and maintaining downstream pools and mid-channel turbulence cover for fish habitat. A single large rock
cross vane (bottom) maintains grade control and channel width while consolidating low flows in the center
of the channel for hydraulic and fisheries benefits.
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The wood revetment bank treatment achieves bank stabilization by installing large wood (root wads,
stumps, logs) to harden the lower half of the river bank. Woody vegetation (riparian shrubs) is installed
between large wood pieces, and ballast and herbaceous vegetation are installed to establish a floodplain
bench. The installed large wood protrudes into the channel several feet below the water surface, which
reduces flow velocities, increases bank stability, and provides complex cover for fisheries benefit.
Examples of successful treatment applications completed by Biota are depicted in Figures 5 and 6.

Top of bank
Herbaceous vegetation on
floodplain bench

Wood revetment along
bank (note complex
structural and overhead
cover for fish habitat)

Figure 5.

Wood revetment installed along river bank to prevent bank erosion, establish suitable channel width, and
improve fish habitat (cover and refuge).
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BEFORE

AFTER

Wood revetment along
lower portion of river bank

AFTER

Figure 6.

Increased bank stability
and fish habitat cover

A severely eroding river bank (top) was stabilized with the wood revetment treatment (middle). The
treatment effectively reduces potential for bank erosion, reduces near-bank flow velocities and erosive
energy, and dramatically increases fish habitat through establishment of cover (structural, wood, and
overhead).
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The rock revetment treatment with bioengineering involves placement of rock or large boulders to stabilize
the lower half of the river bank while incorporating woody vegetation plantings (willows) throughout the
treatment area. This treatment is not as desirable as the wood revetment treatment due to the cost of
suitable rock material, the minimal bank complexity of the installed treatment, and the potential of the
treatment to result in adverse impacts to adjacent downstream river banks. However, this treatment may
be suitable in areas with limited access or distance between infrastructure and active erosion. The
incorporation of woody vegetation increases the functional and ecological benefits of the treatment
through improved riparian vigor and structure, increased channel shading (and cooling), and increased
roughness and overhead cover for fish habitat. The treatment was successfully applied by Biota during a
project adjacent to critical transportation infrastructure (Figure 7).
Plant installation
(year 0)

Plant establishment
(year 1)

Plant enlargement
(years 2+)

Figure 7.

The rock revetment with bioengineering treatment incorporates vegetative material installed throughout
the placed rock (top left). Installed vegetation establishes in the first year after construction (top right)
and continues to expand in the second year after construction (bottom). The vegetation eventually
establishes a complex root system to reinforce bank stability, and develops a robust canopy to provide
over-head cover and fish habitat in addition to shade and riparian structure.
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Floodplain reconnection and re-establishment is an important component of river system restoration
because it enables flood waters to escape the channel and disperse in order to reduce erosive energy.
Floodplain inundation promotes diverse wildlife habitat through increased vigor of riparian vegetation,
provides refuge habitat for fish during runoff conditions, and increases groundwater recharge to benefit
the riparian and river systems. This treatment has been successfully applied by Biota in diverse river
systems across Idaho and Wyoming (Figures 8 to 10).
BEFORE: severely eroding river bank

Note fence location

AFTER: constructed floodplain
is inundated during peak flows

AFTER: robust riparian vegetation
and nominal bank erosion

Figure 8.

An floodplain bench was created within an over-widened reach of river to eliminate severe bank erosion
(top), promote over-land flooding (bottom left), and aquatic conditions and riparian vegetation (bottom
right).
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BEFORE

Note same
group of
trees
AFTER

Figure 9.

Floodplain creation was used to fill a braided channel network and restore functional channel width within
a re-activated historic channel alignment. The treatment achieved flood water dissipation across the
floodplain, increased riparian vegetation complexity and abundance, and improved fish habitat associated
with increased depth, turbulence, and structural cover.
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Previous braided channel
alignment (approx.)

Woody debris and shrubs installed to
promote floodplain retention of sediment

Floodplain creation (through fill
of braided channel)

Figure 10. Photograph depicting created floodplain in a braided river system. An over-widened, dispersed, and
braided river channel was filled to create floodplain and enable floodwater dispersal through the riparian
area. Eroded areas were filled to create additional floodplain and re-establish a stable river channel to
achieve sediment transport restoration and fish habitat enhancement objectives. The treatment enabled
flood water dispersal, inundation, and groundwater recharge.

Appropriate application of the presented restoration treatments can achieve objectives of reduced flood
hazard and improved flood attenuation, improved continuity of sediment movement, increased channel
stability, and reduced severe bank erosion. Installation of presented treatments can also help regain the
historic vibrant fisheries values of the Big Wood River. Fisheries investigations completed in the system
in the 1980’s (Thurow, 1987) found 71% of trout at locations with sufficient cover, 15% of trout in midchannel areas, only 10% of trout at locations with no cover, and only 4% of trout at locations with rock
riprap. Restoration of proper channel width and depth through floodplain creation and channel shaping
will enable the river to maintain pools with complex cover components to benefit the fishery. Installation
of large wood for bank stabilization, and establishment of woody riparian vegetation along the river banks
(especially where riprap is located), will increase structural and overhead cover critical to the quality of
the fishery. These approaches to morphologic river restoration will improve fluvial processes and reestablish river conditions that have been documented to support the highest densities of trout in the Big
Wood River.
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